Table 1: Definitions and Codings for Table C-1
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

2

Have there been incidents of personal misconduct
involving local security forces and hamlet residents

0=no; 1=yes, minor; 2=yes, serious

0=0; 1/2=1

3

Have there been incidents of personal misconduct
involving friendly external forces and hamlet
residents

0=no; 1=yes, minor; 2=yes, serious

0=0; 1/2=1

4

Have local security force operations resulted in
contact with the enemy forces during the month

0=no; 1=yes once; 2=yes, more than once

0=0; 1/2=1

5

Did the hamlet PSDF engage enemy forces

0=no; 1=yes PSDP performed poorly;
2=yes PSDP performed satisfactorily; 3 =
yes PSDP performed outstandingly

0=0; 1/3=1

6

Have friendly external forces operated in the
village during the month

0=no; 1=yes, no enemy contact; 2=yes,
light contact with the enemy force; 3=yes,
heavy contact with the enemy force

0=0; 1/3=1

7

Were any friendly artillery fires or air strikes
directed in or near the inhabited areas of this
village during this month

0=no,
1=once;
3=frequently

2=sporadically;

0=0; 1/3=1

8

Civilian casualties caused by friendly military
activities

0=no; 1=yes, none killed; 2=yes 0-5 killed;
3=yes, >5 killed

0=0; 1/3=1

9

Property damage caused by friendly military
activities

0=no; 1=yes minor, 1=yes serious but
localized 3=yes widespread

0=0; 1/3=1

10

Net impact of military activity

0=friendly activity, no enemy contacts;
1=significant victory for friendly forces;
2=minor victory for friendly forces;
3=neither defeat nor victory; 4=minor
defeat of friendly forces; 5=major defeat
of friendly forces; 6=no friendly activity

0/3=0;
4/6=1

11

Which of the following is primarily responsible for
conducting military activities in the vicinity of the
hamlet

0=no friendly security forces present;
1=PSDP (people’s self-defense force);
2=national police (NP); 3=national police
field force (NPFP); 4=popular force
(PF); 5=regional force (RF): 6=CIDG;
7=ARVN/US/FWMAF

0/3=0;
4/5=1;
6/7=0

12

Are any hamlet households located in areas where
enemy agents, recruiters, tax collectors, and other
cadres move about with relative freedom during
hours of darkness

0=none; 1=<10%; 2=10%-40%; 3=41%90%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65;
4=0.95

13

Are any hamlet households located in areas where
GVN administrative personnel are unable to move
with relative freedom during the daylight hours

0=none; 1=<10%; 2=10%-40%; 3=41%90%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65;
4=0.95

14

Is there a GVN or US/FWMAF military base of
company size or larger in or adjacent to this village
(exclude all RF/PF)

0=no;
1=yes,
GVN only;
US/FWMAF only; 3=yes, both

2=yes,

0=0; 1/3=1

15

During daylight hours what is the probable
reaction time of the nearest friendly ground
reaction force if called upon for assistance by local
security forces

0=no reaction support is available;
1=more than four hours; 2=2-4 hours;
3=less than two hours

0/2=0; 3=1

16

During hours of darkness what is the probable
reaction time of the nearest friendly ground
reaction force if called upon for assistance by local
security forces

0=no reaction support is available;
1=more than four hours; 2=2-4 hours;
3=less than two hours

0/2=0; 3=1

17

Can village security forces expect a reasonable
amount of fire support (air, artillery, helicopter
gunships, etc) if the need arises

0=no; 1=occasionally; 2=nearly always

0/1=0; 2=1

18

Has a plan for village security been formulated to
coordinate the activities of the local security forces
present in the village

0=no; 1=yes but the plan is not followed;
2=yes, plan is followed but worked poorly;
3=yes plan is followed and works well

0/2=0; 3=1

19

How often are national police or NPFP forces
present in the hamlet?

0=never; 1=¡ once per moth; 2=1-3 times
per month; 3=once a week or more;
4=regularly present by day; 5=regularly
present night and day

0/3=0;
4/5=1

20

How often are national police or NPFP forces
present in the hamlet

0=never; 1=< once per month; 2=1-3
times per month; 3=once a week or more;
4=regularly present by day; 5=regularly
present night and day

0/3=0;
4/5=1

21

Has a curfew been established by GVN authorities
for the inhabited areas of this hamlet

0=no, no friendly presence; 1=no, no
curfew established; 2=yes, after 23:30,
3=yes, between 21:30 and 23:30; 4=yes,
between dusk and 21:30; 5=yes, beginning
at dusk or earlier

0/3=0;
4/5=1

Table 2: Definitions and Codings for Table C-1, Continued
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

22

Has a curfew been established by GVN authorities
for areas surrounding the inhabited areas of this
hamlet

0=no, no friendly presence; 1=no, no
curfew established; 2=yes, after 23:30,
3=yes, between 21:30 and 23:30; 4=yes,
between dusk and 21:30; 5=yes, beginning
at dusk or earlier

0/3=0;
4/5=1

23

Has a curfew been established by GVN authority
for civilian traffic on the main road leading to the
village

0=no, no friendly presence; 1=no, no
curfew established; 2=yes, after 23:30,
3=yes, between 21:30 and 23:30; 4=yes,
between dusk and 21:30; 5=yes, beginning
at dusk or earlier

0/3=0;
4/5=1

24

Are national police personnel regularly present in
this village

0=no; 1=yes; 2=yes, national police
substation located in the village

0=0; 1/2=1

25

Are national police measures for the organization
of the village population (issuance of id cards,
establishment of family books, census of village
residents, etc) complete and up to date

0=no; 1=yes, for small part of the village;
2=yes for most of the village; 3=yes, entire
village organized

0/2=0; 3=1

26

Do any household(s) have a member working in
GVN civil or military service

0=none; 1=yes, a few; 2=10-40%; 3=4190%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65;
4=0.95

27

Are there any non-communist political parties
active in this village

0=no; 1=one; 2=two; 3=>2

0=0; 1/3=1

Table 3: Definitions and Codings for Table C-2
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

2

Does the GVN hamlet chief have a trained hamlet
information cadre

0=no; 1=appointed but not yet trained;
2=yes but not a full-time resident of the
hamlet; 3=yes resident full time

0/2=0; 3=1

3

How often are new GVN static visual displays
(posters, banners) posted in the hamlet

0=never; 1=<1 per month; 2=1-3 times
per month; 3=once per week or more

0/2=0; 3=1

4

Do any households in the village own a tv

0=none; 1=yes, a few; 2=10-40%; 3=4190%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65;
4=0.95

5

Does the village office have a trained hamlet
information cadre

0=no; 1=appointed but not yet trained;
2=yes but not a full-time resident of the
hamlet; 3=yes resident full time

0/2=0; 3=1

6

How often are village residents exposed to GVN
movies, cultural drama team performances, etc.

0=never; 1=<1 per month; 2=1-3 times
per month; 3=once per week or more

0/1=0;
2/3=1

7

How frequently do mobile GVN information cadre
visit this village

0=never; 1=<1 per month; 2=1-3 times
per month; 3=1-3 times per week; 4=>3
times per week

0/2=0;
3/4=1

9

Do any of the farming households of this village
hold land in tenancy of either private landowners
or the government

0=none; 1=yes, a few; 2=10-40%; 3=4190%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65; 4=1

10

Are any of the farming households of this village
owners of all or part of the land they farm

0=none; 1=yes, a few; 2=10-40%; 3=4190%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65; 4=1

11

Are any of the farming households of this village
considered to be squatters rather than owners or
tenants of the land they farm

0=none;
3=>40%

2=10-40%;

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.7

12

Do any of the farming households of this village
earn the largest part of their yearly income from
employment on a daily hire or contract basis as
opposed to income derived from land ownership or
tenancy

0=none; 1=yes, a few; 2=10-40%; 3=4190%; 4=all or nearly all

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65; 4=1

13

Has a land reform committee organized for this
village

0=no; 1=yes, but presently inactive;
2=yes, land reform actions are underway,
but no land titles granted during past
quarter, 3=yes, land titles granted

0/2=0; 3=1

1=yes,

a

few;

Table 4: Definitions and Codings for Table C-3
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

1

Are self-development projects physically underway

0=no, none needed; 1=no, no such
projects; 2=no, some completed but
more needed; 3=no, some completed
and no more needed;
4=yes but
progressing slowly; 5=yes and progressing
satisfactorily

0, 3=missing;
1, 2, 4=0;
5=1

2

Are the present members of the GVN village
council elected to their posts by the people of this
village

0=no village council exists;
1=all
appointed;
2=<30% elected;
3=3070% elected; 4=>70% elected; 5=all
elected

0=missing,
1=0; 2=0.15;
3=0.5;
4=0.85;
5=1

3

Is action taken by the village chief to investigate
and correct local grievances and to satisfy local
aspirations expressed at public meetings convened
by the village council

0=no, and no public meetings are
convened; 1=no, meetings but no action;
2=yes, occasional action; 3=yes, regular
action

0=missing,
1/2=0; 3=1

4

Have any self-development projects in the village
been retarded because of shortage of resources
(cement, roofing materials, fertilizer, seed, pumps,
etc)

0=no such projects; 1=no retardation;
2=yes minor retardation, 3=yes serious
retardation 4=yes resulting in project
abandonment

0=missing;
1=0; 2/4=1

5

Is the primary school attended by most of the
students of this hamlet sanctioned by the GVN

0=children do not attend school; 1=no not
sanctioned; 2=yes, privately supported;
3=yes, government school

0=missing;
1=0; 2/3=1

Table 5: Definitions and Codings for Table C-4
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

1

During daylight hours, do friendly security
forces conduct necessary security operations along
approaches to this hamlet

0=no;
1=yes but marginal;
adequate; 3=not needed

2=yes,

0/1=0; 2=1;
3=missing

2

During hours of darkness, do friendly security
forces conduct necessary security operations along
approaches to this hamlet

0=no;
1=yes but marginal;
adequate; 3=not needed

2=yes,

0/1=0; 2=1;
3=missing

3

How active is the PSDF

0=none organized;
1=organized but
ineffective; 2=training and drills only;
3=organized non-military activity only;
4=standing armed guard in the village;
5=armed patrols and guard within the
hamlet

0=missing;
1/4=0; 5=1

4

Does the village chief have operational control
over Popular Forces units assigned the mission of
providing security for the people of this village

0=no PF; 1=no control; 2=Yes, partial,
3=yes, complete

0=missing;
1/2=0; 3=1

5

Are the identities of members of the enemy
infrastructure for this village known to friendly
intelligence personnel

0=no;
1=<10%;
2=10-40%;
3=4190%; 4=nearly all or all; 5=no enemy
infrastructure exists for this village

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65;
4=0.95;
5=missing

6

Are the identities of the members of the enemy
village guerrilla unit known to friendly intelligence
personnel

0=no;
1=<10%;
2=10-40%;
3=4190%; 4=nearly all or all; 5=no enemy
infrastructure exists for this village

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.65;
4=0.95;
5=missing

7

What effect has the presence of RD cadres on the
hamlet government

0=negative
(undermining
authority;
causing dissension amongst officials);
1=neutral; 2=positive

0/1=0; 2=1,
missing
if
response
to
question
in
column 8 is 0

8

Do RD cadre coordinate and cooperate with
GVN village officials in the execution of their
responsibilities

0=no
RD
cadre;
1=no;
occasionally; 3=yes, regularly

2=yes,

0=missing;
1/2=0; 3=1

9

Do the RD cadre assigned to this village sleep in
the village at night

0=no
RD
cadre;
1=no;
occasionally; 3=yes, regularly

2=yes,

0=missing;
1/2=0; 3=1

10

Have authorized resettlement allowances been
provided to eligible refugees resettled in this
hamlet

0=no eligible refugees; 1=needed but not
paid; 2=yes, but delayed or less than
full amount; 3=yes, promptly and in full
amount

0=missing;
1/2=0; 3=1

11

Has assistance been provided by or through
GVN channels during this past quarter to hamlet
households who have had their homes or property
damaged or destroyed due to combat related
activity

0=none needed;
1=needed but not
provided; 2=provided but inadequate;
3=adequate

0=missing;
1/2=0; 3=1

12

Does the village chief have operational control over
National Police personnel working in the village

0=no national police; 1=no, no control;
2=yes, partial; 3=yes, complete

0=missing;
1/2=0; 3=1

Table 6: Definitions and Codings for Table C-5
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

1

Are current market prices for basic foodstuffs
publicized daily and are price controls enforced

0=no prices are neither publicized nor
controlled; 1=no prices are publicized
but there is about a 10% inflation
over official price levels;
2=11-50%
inflation over official price levels; 3=51100% inflation over official price levels;
4=>100% inflation over official price
levels; 5=publicized and controlled

0/4=0; 5=1

2

Is skills training offered to village inhabitants

0=no; 1=yes, by employers such as small
repair shops; 2=yes, by the GVN ministry
of labor or the GVN ministry of education;
3=yes, under the auspices of some other
GVN agency; 4=yes, by foreign agencies
such as the us military

0=0; 1/4=1

3

Is there a labor surplus in the village

0=no; 1=yes, a limited surplus of unskilled
workers; primarily season; 2=yes, a limited
surplus of skilled workers, primarily
seasonal; 3=yes, a limited surplus of
both skilled and unskilled workers;
primarily seasonal; 4=yes, unemployment
of unskilled workers is a problem; 5=yes,
unemployment of skilled workers is a
problem; 6=yes, unemployment of both
skilled and unskilled workers is a problem

0=0; 1/6=1

4

What best describes the selling market for surplus
rice in this village

0=there is no surplus; 1=there is a limited
surplus but no demand; 2=there is a
limited surplus and good demand; 3=
there is an abundant surplus but not
demand; 4=there is an abundant surplus
and good demand; 5=there is a surplus but
farmers do not want to sell

0=0; 1/5=1

5

Which best describes the selling market for surplus
crops other than rice

0=there is no surplus; 1=there is a limited
surplus but no demand; 2=there is a
limited surplus and good demand; 3=
there is an abundant surplus but not
demand; 4=there is an abundant surplus
and good demand; 5=there is a surplus but
farmers do not want to sell

0=0; 1/5=1

6

Who normally settles civil disputes (property
rights, boundary disputes, etc) involving hamlet
residents

0=VC infrastructure officials; 1=religious
leaders, elders, or prominent individuals
(neither VC or GV officials); 2=GVN
officials

0/1=0; 2=1

7

Does the hamlet have regular representation at
village council meetings

0=no; 1=yes

0=0; 1=1

8

Have GVN projects in this village been adversely
affected by corrupt local officials during the past
quarter

0=no; 1=yes, suspected; 2=yes, positive
knowledge (no corrective action); 3=yes,
corrective action has been taken

0=0; 1/3=1

9

Have the major village officials (village chief,
deputy for security, deputy for administration)
received training at the Vung Tau training center

0 = No, none; 1 = Only the village
chief is trained; 2 = Only the Deputy for
Security is trained; 3 = Only the Deputy
for Administration is trained; 4 = Both
the Deputy for Administration and the
village chief are trained; 5 = Both the
Deputy for Administration and Deputy for
Security are trained; 6 = Both the Deputy
for Security and village chief are trained; 7
= Yes, all three major village officials are
trained

0/6=0; 7=1

10

What portion of the legally established budget is
supported by locally collected taxes

0=there is no legally established budget;
1=None, or nearly none;
2=Little;
3=Some; 4=Much; 5=Most; 6=All, or
nearly all

0=missing;
1/5=0; 6=1

Table 7: Definitions and Codings for Table C-6
Column

Original question

Question responses

Coding

1

Do local residents who are prime VC targets sleep
in their house at night

0=yes; 1=no, <10% sleep in defensive
works within the hamlet; 2=<10% travel
to more secure areas at night; 3=10-50%
travel to more secure areas at night; 4=5190% travel to more secure areas at night;
5=>90% travel to more secure areas at
night

0=1; 1/5=0

2

Does the PSDP perform well as an internal defense
force

0=there is no PSDP; 1=no, primarily
because of a lack of equipment; 2=no,
primarily b/c of poor deployment; 3=no,
primarily b/c of a lack of training; 4=no,
primarily b/c of a lack of aggressiveness;
5=PSDP is untested but none of the above
problems evident; 6=yes

0=missing;
1/4=0;
5=missing;
6=1

3

Are local security forces adequate for hamlet
defense

0=no, primarily because of a lack of
equipment; 1=no, primarily b/c of poor
deployment; 2=no, primarily b/c of a lack
of training; 3=no, primarily b/c of a lack
of aggressiveness; 4=yes

0/3=0; 4=1

4

Has the village security plan to coordinate
activities of local security forces present in the
village been rehearsed during the quarter

0=no village security plan; 1=no, but a
village security plan exists; 2=yes, the plan
was tested but did not work well; 3=yes,
the plan was tested and worked well

0/2=0; 3=1

5

What is the status of the national police presence
in this village

0=none present; 1=Assigned, but only
present <50% of the time day or night;
2=regularly present during the day only
(>50%); 3=regularly present both day and
night (>50% of the time)

0/2=0; 3=1

6

Do the national police circulate freely in the village
while in uniform

0=no, no national police assigned; 1=no;
2=yes but only in groups; 3=yes but only
during the day; 4=yes, during both the day
and night

0=missing;
1/3=0; 4=1

7

Do any households in the village own radios

0=none; 1=<10%; 2=10-40%; 3=41-70%;
4=>70%

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.25;
3=0.55;
4=0.85

8

In this village, what percentage of the farmers have
not received titles to their land

0=all eligible farmers have received titles;
1=<10% have received titles; 2=10-30%
have received titles; 3=30-60%; 4=>60%

0=0; 1=0.05;
2=0.2;
3=0.45;
4=0.8

9

In this village were there any land disputes during
the quarter as a result of the application of the
Land to Tiller law

0=no disputes; 1=small disputes unworthy
of attention; 2=disputes already settled
by the village; 3=important disputes
transmitted to higher levels for settlement;
4=disputes
with
bloodshed
fights;
5=disputes where village agriculture/land
reform commissioners and/or village Land
Service cadre were kidnapped and/or
assassinated

0/2=0;
3/5=1

10

Which of the following best describes land reform
implementation in the village

0=there is no village land registrar and no
effort is being made to recruit one; 1=there
is a Village Land Registrar but little is
being done to implement land reform;
2=there is a Village Land Registrar and
some work to implement land reform has
been accomplished; 3=there is a village
land registrar and much has been done to
implement land reform

0/1=0;
2/3=1

